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Development of research partnerships can cause confusion, as there is not and cannot be a step-by-step guidebook to community partnerships. Each one is different because each partnership is unique. The aim of this article is to unpack some of the workings of Indigenous research partnerships. In this article we use a mini-literature review of Australian research, and methods of self-reflection and ‘Yarning’ to draw on our research partnership experiences of having been community partners to researchers, as researchers ourselves partnering with community, and Indigenous knowledge shared with us through collaborative research, and community relationships. The literature review is a tool to show the tendency for research partnership methods to be viewed as hierarchical and/or lateral based on the descriptions within the literature, and illustrate some of the issues experienced from an Indigenous perspective when operating within a Western paradigm. Although research partnerships can be complex, the rewards of the collaboration are many, including benefits for all partners and research outcomes that can be adopted at the community level. Emerging issues include partnership methodologies, evaluation and quality assurance.
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Introduction

In various Indigenous research forums we have heard iterations on the phrase that ‘there is what you need to do to meet ethics approval, and then, there is how you work with community’. This reinforces division between community processes and academic methodologies, methods, ethics, permissions and ways of representing and presenting results. These types of statements and other ominous references result in some academics regarding community partnership
research with trepidation. Researchers and community participants can encounter confusion, misunderstandings about methodology, assumptions about the research processes and/or defeatism at the prospect of undertaking what is perceived to be a complex and time consuming activity (Israel et al. 1998). We do not deny that community research partnerships are messy, complex and time consuming, but this experience can also make the research fun and beneficial on so many levels. One of the reasons for the perception of messiness is because there is not and cannot be a step-by-step guidebook to community partnerships. Each one is different because each partnership is different. For research and community partnerships to succeed, confusion needs to be reflected on, and worked through, and the messiness understood. These processes improve the research outcomes and increase the success of their adoption and use at the community level (Minkler 2005). Whilst there is a good deal of advice available about ‘what’ researchers should do when working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples (e.g. Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies 2000; VicHealth Koori Health Research and Community Development Unit 2000; National Health and Medical Research Council 2006), little has been written about ‘how’ researchers can achieve this in a practical ‘hands-on’ way. This article intends to reflect upon and discuss literature on projects self-identified as community partnerships, whilst drawing upon our self-reflection in this field through the Indigenous research method known as ‘Yarning’. There are varying explanations of partnerships. For the purposes of this article a partnership is defined as two or more entities taking part in an undertaking with shared risks and benefits (Oxford University 2012).

**Background**

Indigenous peoples of Australia have been conducting various forms of research for generations. For instance, they have been engaging in intergenerational knowledge sharing and documenting activities relating to seasons, historical events, such as the ice age, and medicinal practices using oral cultural research approaches (McCarthy et al. 1997; Grieves 2002). The onset of colonization disrupted these practices and Indigenous peoples have adapted to new ways of conducting research. This has included changing the colonizer/Western paradigm of being researched to becoming researchers, partners in research or conducting new ways of research. In fairly recent years in Australia, various reports have recommended that Indigenous peoples should have more self-determination in research (Commonwealth Government 1987). Debates have also occurred about Indigenous peoples’ involvement in research (Moreton-Robinson 2003) which have undoubtedly influenced the development of Indigenous research ethics guidelines which are highly relevant to research partnerships (Australian...
Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies 2000; National Health and Medical Research Council 2003a).

We, as authors of this article, have had various experiences in partnership research, located predominantly in south-eastern Australia. Karen Adams has worked in and with Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organizations over a period of 20 years. This has involved working in community organizations with researchers and working as a researcher with community organizations, conducting research in areas such as social network analysis, child health, peer mentoring, health programme evaluation and analysis of surveillance systems (Adams & Spratling 2000, 2001; Adams 2006; Adams & Walker 2006; Adams et al. 2004a, 2004b, 2006a, 2006b, 2012; Paasse & Adams 2011).

Shannon Faulkhead has worked for nine years with the Koorie Heritage Trust Inc. (an Aboriginal cultural centre) and eight years as an academic researcher working in the field of Archives and Indigenous Studies on projects partnered with Aboriginal communities and community organizations, including the ‘Trust and technology: Building an archival system for Indigenous oral memory’ project (T&T Project) (http://www.infotech.monash.edu.au/research/centres/cosi/projects/trust/), PhD research ‘Narratives of Koorie Victoria’ (Faulkhead 2008, 2009), and ‘Holding Gunditjmara knowledge: Records and people working together’. We draw on this experience and the review of relevant literature to discuss research partnerships with Indigenous peoples.

**Methods**

The aim of this article is to investigate research partnership with Indigenous peoples. We use two methods to achieve this aim: a mini-literature review to develop an understanding of how others self-define partnership research when working with Indigenous communities; and Collaborative Yarning to draw on our personal experiences and Indigenous knowledge pertaining to partnership research in order to analyse and critique the literature.

**Mini-literature review**

The purpose of the mini-literature review is to provide a sample of partnership research with Indigenous peoples as reported in published research articles. It does not aim to be comprehensive, but rather to allow the authors to draw on self-definitions of Indigenous partnership research to illustrate the broad use of this term within the social sciences and health fields, and the differences from and similarities with our personal experiences working with Indigenous Australians (see Collaborative Yarning below). The inclusion criteria for the mini-review were published journal articles describing Indigenous research
partnerships in Australia. Personal opinion on research partnerships was excluded to ensure a focus on practical and real case study experiences. Notably some of the articles we reviewed did not describe the research partnership but rather focused on research results. We ended up excluding these articles as we were unable to discern the partnership processes used. Literature for review was sourced from 2000 to 2010. This time frame was selected as the literature was considered of relevance to current socio-political environs. We identified search terms that related to Indigenous and partnership research based on our personal research experiences. Indigenous search terms included: Indigenous, Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander, and First Nations. Additional search terms paired with those above were research or evaluation and partnership, collaboration, team, engagement, relationship, and alliance or group. These search terms were used to extract articles from the following databases: Proquest, SAGE Premier, Science Direct, Informit, Jstor and SSRN. These databases were chosen as their size is inclusive of a variety of place and disciplines. In all, 20 articles were retrieved: one from New Zealand and Australia, and 19 from Australia. Articles were predominantly from the social sciences (8) and health (12) fields, although many of them also included references to cultural heritage and knowledge.

Collaborative Yarning

Yarning is a recognized narrative research method that involves self-reflection and deep discussion about a particular issue. For this article we specifically utilized Collaborative Yarning which involves exploring similar or different ideas in explaining concepts, leading to new information and understandings (Bessarab & Ng’andu 2010). The reason we selected this method to reflect upon the mini-literature review was to allow us to draw upon self-reflection of our personal research experiences as well as those described to us anecdotally by Indigenous people. Russell (2005) has referenced the following definition of Indigenous knowledge by D.M. Warren as one that is ‘adopted largely by the United Nations and UNESCO’ (p. 170):

Indigenous knowledge (IK) is the local knowledge – knowledge that is unique to a given culture or society. IK contrasts with the international knowledge system generated by universities, research institutions and private firms. It is the basis for local-level decision making in agriculture, health care, food preparation, education, natural-resource management, and a host of other activities in rural communities.

(Warren in Russell 2005, p. 170)

Throughout our lives knowledge on research and Indigenous communities has been shared with us. Very little of this knowledge has been referenced in
written form, with much of it building upon itself within an oral space that is
difficult, if not at times, impossible to reference within Western academic stric-
tures. Despite its oral form, this is important Indigenous knowledge that has
directed our thoughts, methods and ways in which we engage in partnership
research. This knowledge and our experiences are what are referenced
through Yarning in this article.

Together we reviewed the literature and utilized the above inclusion and
exclusion criteria to select final papers for review. We then read these papers
together, identified the partnership processes described, and recorded these
into a matrix (see Table 1). This matrix became the focus of further Collabora-
tive Yarning about the potential strengths and weaknesses of using various part-
nership processes based on our experience of working in and observing other
partnership research. The Yarning identified themes for grouping similar pro-
cesses together. We also drew on information provided in the papers that
described process strengths and weaknesses. We recorded this Yarning into a
written format that is described below.

Potential bias

As with all research, methods used in this research contain potential bias. As this
article focuses in part on the authors discussing issues they have experienced in
both academic writing and Indigenous communities, it is impossible for bias not
to occur as the discussion is based upon experiential knowledge filtered through
the methods of self-reflection and Collaborative Yarning. We acknowledge that
the discussion could read as if we assume that all Indigenous Australians, and aca-
demic disciplines should take similar approaches to how partnership research
should be conducted, and therefore should undertake the same methods. That
is not our intention. The article aims to illustrate that difference is better than
‘okay’, and that various methods of partnership research can be employed depen-
dent on the research and peoples involved.

With reference to the mini-literature review, the relatively small number
and type of articles may introduce potential biases. For example, there may
be further partnership processes described in grey literature. The types of
search terms may have introduced bias as the authors are only familiar with
those used in social sciences and health. The databases used and limitation to
articles in English may also be issues that might also result in gaps in the
mini-literature review in some discipline areas.

Discussion

The two main partnership processes we identified were lateral and hierarchical
(see Table 1). A hierarchy is ‘an arrangement or classification of things according
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partnership</th>
<th>Working parties/</th>
<th>Horizontal</th>
<th>Lateral</th>
<th>Hierarchical or lateral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advisory group,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>technical groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Industry roundtables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional committee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partner or knowledge brokers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workshops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employing Indigenous researchers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research newsletter, report, media or multi-media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partner community members</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collect or share data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partner approval of publications or presentations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial data collection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Researcher approval from partner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Funds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing relationship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bailie (Bailie et al. 2010)
Beck (Beck & Somerville 2006)
Brands (Brands & Gooda 2006)
Carter (Carter 2008)
Champion (Champion et al. 2008)
Couzos (Couzos et al. 2006)
Devitt (Devitt et al. 2008)
Dudgeon (Dudgeon et al. 2010)
Eversole (Eversole & Routh 2008)

Table 1: Documented partnership processes.

Continued
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partnership</th>
<th>Hierarchical</th>
<th>Lateral</th>
<th>Hierarchical or lateral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Working parties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary author and reference</td>
<td>Advisory group, committee or board</td>
<td>Regional committee</td>
<td>Partner or knowledge brokers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitzgerald (Fitzgerald 2005)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster (Foster et al. 2006)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guthrie (Guthrie et al. 2006)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greer (Greer 2010)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haswell-Elkins (Haswell-Elkins et al. 2008)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCausland (McCausland &amp; Vivian, 2010)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagel (Nagel et al. 2008)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyper (Pyper 2005)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerville (Somerville &amp; Perkins 2003)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner (Turner &amp; Sanders 2007)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to relative importance or inclusiveness’, while laterality is ‘a side part of something’ (Oxford University 2012). In addition, several other groupings emerged including partnership time, power balancing and evaluation. This analysis criterion is not about whether hierarchical partnerships are better or worse than lateral partnerships, but provides a tool to see how various partnerships can operate.

Hierarchical partnership processes

The literature described a number of hierarchical partnership processes including advisory groups, working parties, technical groups, regional groups and partnership brokers (see Table 1). A risk with hierarchal research partnership processes is they have potential to disenfranchise research participants by excluding them from input opportunities into all stages of the research processes. Research findings inevitably impact on participants so their involvement in research processes can strengthen research in a number of ways. It can improve acceptance and implementation of research findings, and provide insider knowledge that can direct the research to collect and interpret more meaningful and more balanced (less biased) data. For research teams developing hierarchal partnership models, it is important to consider whom the partners are and how their participation will be included in all research stages, beginning with the research question. Research participation assessment tools exist and can be a useful way to assure quality of partner engagement (Mercer et al. 2008).

The literature described varying degrees of partner participation on advisory groups. For instance, representation might be through the inclusion of Indigenous experts or Indigenous researchers (McCausland & Vivian 2010). These people, if providing intellectual property, are co-investigators and usually do not represent the target research partner. Other studies had attempted to increase laterality of advisory groups by providing open attendance or inviting people from the target ‘study group’ or partnership group (Haswell-Elkins et al. 2009). An important consideration for advisory group make-up was inclusion of stakeholder partners who can potentially ensure that research findings change policy or practice (Foster et al. 2006). These stakeholders could be research participants, organizations, practitioners, and/or policy makers dependent upon the research aims and anticipated research outcomes.

The literature revealed that further hierarchy tiers had been added in some cases below advisory groups, such as, working parties, regional committees, industry roundtables or technical groups. In some cases two committees sat in this tier, for instance, a technical advisory and separate community advisory groups (Weston et al. 2009). This division assumes that community and technical advice are disparate, whereas we would argue they are inevitably linked. Our Yarning identified that these processes and/or structures also have potential to reduce transparency about the research process; contrary to ethics guidelines.
whereby Indigenous people should be involved in all stages of research (National Health and Medical Research Council 2003a). Multiple research advisory groups can be resource intensive and, in our experience, sometimes two groups morph into one advisory group or one group is deemed more practicable. If communities are working with a number of researchers, the researchers may not wish to share information because they fear loss of intellectual property due to their knowledge being shared with others prior to publication. Ideally concerns about use of intellectual property should be transparently discussed and resolved prior to the research taking place.

Another hierarchical tier identified in the literature comprises partnership or knowledge brokers (Brands & Gooda 2006). The broker’s role is defined as involving the development of the research partnership with Indigenous communities and the formation of groupings of Indigenous experts on a particular theme to assist in facilitating the research. Why it is necessary to differentiate this kind of role from that of a research investigator is intriguing. Just as there are epidemiology, anthropology or sociology researchers, there are partnership researchers. Calling an Indigenous research partner who plays the brokerage role a broker rather than a researcher diminishes their role and fails to acknowledge their expertise as a researcher. It can lead to brokers being treated as liaison officers with little say in research processes, although they largely carry the responsibility for the accountability of the research to community partners as they are the ‘face’ of the research team. In terms of networks between researchers and partners, if the broker link is removed (i.e. the broker leaves the project) the research is at risk of stalling.

Advisory committees or group meetings can be vital to a partnership allowing partners to share information, seek advice and make decisions together. Establishing the purpose of the group early can increase participation and transparency of research. It is advantageous for partners to plan group process options, such as, meeting structure, time, location and methods of communication. For example, communication can happen in many formats, regular meetings, Skype, teleconferences or written updates with a small number of face-to-face meetings. Facilitation of these groups ideally aims to involve all partners. Tokenistic advisory committees created simply to meet funding or ethics criteria can create patronizing and frustrating experiences. If researchers fear community partner input and feel a need to control advisory groups, it indicates a poor partnership with little trust. This kind of dysfunction can lead to problems and frustrations such as those described in the quote below:

The committee was established to provide feedback, advice and discussion throughout T&T whilst meeting as a group twice a year. It soon became apparent that the Advisory Committee was not working effectively as indicated by lack of interest by some members, complaints regarding the lack of discussion, and withdrawal from the project by a Koorie Elder. The
breakdown of the Advisory Committee could be linked to a number of things including confusion of purpose, infrequency of meetings, and lack of communication. It was felt that the meetings had become project team information sessions, instead of occasions for the Advisory Committee to provide advice.

(Faulkhead et al. 2007, pp. 50–51)

Benefits of advisory groups can be multiple particularly as trust grows (Adams & Spratling 2001). Our Yarning identified that healthy and functional partnerships tend to be more flexible and solution-orientated where problems are discussed and addressed openly. Unhealthy partnerships tend to be stressful and anxious with poor communication leading to a shift of focus to what each partner is ‘up to’ or suspicion about motive rather than on completing the project in the most productive way. This often translates into meetings upon meetings about how something should be done rather than doing it, or the project stalling with difficulties experienced in progressing partnership communication.

Our Yarning also explored how project-specific advisory committees are sometimes simply not feasible. For instance, there may be inadequate resources for an advisory committee to exist, such as, limited personnel time or costs of travel. Once the research plan is established, members may be happy to receive updates on progress. In other cases the research project may involve close day-to-day dealings between community and researchers that essentially negate the need for an advisory committee. These types of arrangements lend themselves to lateral partnership methods.

Lateral partnership processes

Lateral partnership processes described in the literature (see Table 1) include meetings, workshops, employing Indigenous community members in the project, newsletters and media to inform partners, training for partners, formal partner agreements, partner approval of public documents and involving Indigenous people in data collection. These types of processes can transparently clarify research development and progression, requiring partners to meaningfully participate and engage in the research side by side. Like hierarchical processes, lateral processes are linked to the quality of partner communication and participation.

Meetings were the most common lateral activity described in the literature (see Table 1). In our experience, meetings, workshops and conversations work best when there is a (culturally) safe space. This requires consideration of communication and physical space. Some projects described meeting on the partner’s traditional country as significant in allowing the research team to engage with the lands of traditional custodian partners (Beck & Somerville 2005; Pyper 2005).
Our Yarning acknowledged that a meeting on community ground has benefits for researchers. For instance, it can provide further partner understanding, allow networking and participation in cultural events. For Indigenous researchers it can be identity affirming and provide avenues for new and renewed connections. Some projects involve large geographic spaces, so rotating meetings around the locations and identifying the most accessible community spaces are possibilities. Meetings in community partner spaces can increase comfort for everyone and enable them to speak with authority. In urban areas where people are more likely to have moved to another traditional custodian’s land, Indigenous organizations are possible meeting places. Whilst there is evidence that academia is evolving towards an acceptance of the importance of the wider community in research processes, universities can still be viewed by Indigenous peoples as a colonial presence (Tuhiriwai Smith 1999). This plus the sheer size, travel time involved in visiting and unfamiliarity of some universities mean that meeting at them may become a barrier. That said, there are occasions when Indigenous partners prefer to meet at universities or other partner venues; they may be interested to find out more about the partner or prefer to be away from the distractions of their day-to-day work.

Literature also described varying types of communication. Consultation was one method referred to (Turner & Sanders 2007; McCausland & Vivian 2010). To consult is defined as ‘to refer to for information’ (Oxford University 2012), a one-way communication pathway whereby information is obtained from the community partner to develop research. In the opposite direction the term research transfer or translation has been used (Watson et al. 2002; Brands & Gooda 2006; Bailie et al. 2008; Dudgeon et al. 2010). Transfer means to move from one place to another and translation the process of moving something from one place to another (Oxford University 2012), inferring researchers are moving findings to others in a single direction. In a partnership, decisions are made based on information, discussion and thoughts provided by all partners. Partnership research requires researchers to have flexibility and have confidence in their communication skills. Partner negotiations discuss risks and benefits, and should occur in a space where all partners can speak with authority about their needs. This can mean listening to criticism and voicing confusion to enable further investigation or understanding (Beck & Somerville 2005). Anxiety or defensiveness about criticism can prevent flexibility and responsiveness that will enable solutions to problems that may arise. Partners have their own plans and priorities and sometimes they fit with the aims of proposed research projects and sometimes they do not. It is possible that proposed research can be tweaked and altered to fit community needs and in the process create benefit to the research project as well (Faulkhead 2008). In fact obstacles and contradictions can be important junctures that provide productive analytic information to improve research quality (Beck & Somerville 2005). These occurrences can unearth episodes where evidence and research methods from
colonizing views are a misfit when applied to Indigenous contexts (Tuhiwai Smith 1999). Our Yarning identified that acknowledging a project is not progressing in a timely fashion and addressing ensuing issues will often save valuable time and improve the partnership. Each project will develop its own challenges that need to be acknowledged and worked through for the research to be successful for all partners.

Lateral partnership approaches also offer reciprocity for partners. Reciprocity can be expressed in many ways with research participants and community partners. It assists in developing trust and respect within partnerships. The literature described several lateral reciprocity activities including employment of Indigenous people with research funds, partner training, acknowledging partners in public documents and research that provides tangible partner benefits (see Table 1). Once again these processes can vary in quality.

Employing Indigenous people in research projects was a frequently mentioned method of reciprocity. Our Yarning acknowledged this can provide benefit in many ways, particularly as it highlights to Indigenous community partners that Indigenous involvement is important. However, employment of Indigenous people by institutions to facilitate research that is unwanted or not a priority for Indigenous partners indicates poor quality and patronizing behaviour. It is also important that Indigenous researchers are recognized as such. One project described use of a peer interviewer (Devitt et al. 2008) inferring that Indigenous people who conduct interviews are different to researchers. We suggest that attempts to re-label people as peers, liaisons or engagement officers can diminish their role considerably at the expense of the benefit to the research team that stems from respecting and acknowledging their role as members of the team.

Training was also mentioned as a reciprocity activity. Training in cultural awareness had been provided for non-Indigenous researchers (Somerville & Perkins 2003) to address cultural confusion experiences in research. Common expressions of confusion include: guilt such as believing that an Indigenous person should have their job; misplaced responsibility believing they are directly responsible for atrocities in the past; feeling inadequate or ill-equipped to work with another culture; frustration at not understanding why people act in a certain way; and cultural blindness or an unawareness of cultural practices (Merriam et al. 2001; Adamson & Donovan 2002). Our Yarning found that cultural confusion can become normalized and accepted behaviour by both Indigenous and non-Indigenous people. In order not to burden community partners, researchers can resolve cultural confusion through professional development such as via relationships or counselling external to the partnership.

Difficulties and self-doubt are not the sole provenance of the non-Indigenous researcher. It has been asserted that research is adequate or improved if conducted by Indigenous people (Onemda Vichealth Koori Health Unit 2008). However, Indigeneity does not equate to a good partner researcher.
Guidelines for supporting Indigenous researchers suggest that assumptions of existing partnership skills are risky and unreasonable, and that a rite of passage or trust building process between the researcher and the community is required for beneficial research to occur (Laycock et al. 2009). Our Yarning argued that rite of passage is an inadequate and mystified term. Partnership research skills require professional development just as other research skills do. Indigenous people, and indeed others, entering this realm need guidance and support. This support can include advising about: people to talk to; phrasing emails and correspondence; building informal or formal networks of support; flexibility; appropriate activities to be doing in community and researcher spaces; and developing understanding about time poor community environments. In reality this requires training or a mentor with previous expertise in this area. Mentors are not only senior academics but also people such as Elders, Indigenous administrative staff or managers in community organizations. Some Indigenous researchers will have developed skills and knowledge about working in healthy partnership environments through study and previous work experience. Others may have limited experience or worked in environments where unhealthy partnership processes have been modelled. There will also be Indigenous researchers who have no interest or desire to undertake partnership research.

The literature also described training in research skills for Indigenous community partners (Guthrie et al. 2006). Our Yarning found that an important consideration when planning this type of training is assessment of the research relevance to the organization’s or individual’s core business. Time availability is another consideration.

Hierarchical or lateral processes

Our Yarning identified there was literature describing three processes that could be classified as hierarchical or lateral methods depending on how they are implemented (see Table 1). For instance, initial data collection from participants had been collated to inform research progression. This could then be used laterally by partners to plan next steps together, or hierarchically by researchers to plan research projects without involving partner discussion. Hierarchal or lateral processes could also apply if research funds were managed by Indigenous partners. Use of existing relationships could be lateral, such as research extending from a previous successful partnership. It can also be hierarchal, for instance, if the research was tied to a funding agreement or another relationship such as receiving university funds for programmes. It is important to declare and acknowledge existing and previous relationships and/or partnerships. By recognizing this, potential conflicts of interests or power imbalances can be prevented. Lack of transparency can
create fear of reprisal or harbour resentment leading to further suspicion and negative attitudes toward research partnerships.

Balancing partner responsibility

Our Yarning about the literature identified research processes and methods focusing on balancing partner responsibility. Training for all partners was one process used ensuring an increase in skill base for everyone (Guthrie et al. 2006). The importance of all partners providing research agenda transparency has also been identified (Somerville & Perkins 2003). Similarly, our Yarning supported a need for all partners to declare early: who we are, who we represent, what we hope to gain from the research and what benefits the research brings and for whom. Partners can then make an informed choice whether or not it is valuable to pursue a research project and if mutual benefit will be gained as impetus for the partnership to exist (Boser 2006). In contrast, research guidelines often focus on the community partner benefit (National Health and Medical Research Council 2003b). This is important to consider particularly as research organizations are often in a strong position of power; however, Indigenous community organizations also initiate research partnerships with the understanding that research organizations will jointly benefit (Couzos et al. 2005; Foster et al. 2006). As community representatives we have experienced some non-transparency with research agendas. Occasionally researchers (Indigenous and non-Indigenous) will not accept a partnership refusal and non-transparently embark on support-shopping with potential partner organization workers or board members to progress their research agenda. Another tactic is to disguise a research advisory group as a think-tank, a round table or a forum in order to involve partners. We have also known researchers to allude to a partnership in order to gain research funding, without declaring the funding application to the partner organization. These non-transparent processes waste resources, create distrust and undermine partners.

Our Yarning also noted the complex process of colonization, involving both external and internalized oppression, can affect the responsibility balance in a partnership, particularly in terms of participation. Common forms of colonial oppression include physical violence, psychological violence, identity denial and diminishing, denial and questioning of knowledge and intelligence, patronizing behaviour, questioning of ability to parent, a belief of sub-normal intelligence, exotic objectification and more (Tuhiwai Smith 1999). Internalized oppression is when messages received from oppressors are internalized by the oppressed and then applied to themselves and people like themselves, particularly to those who step outside stereotypes of the group or community to which they belong (McBride 2003). For instance, one paper described peer judgement as a barrier to Indigenous people participating in policing (Eversole & Routh 2005). Our Yarning identified that research investigators and participants
attempting to address internalized oppression can come under criticism as it challenges self-perception. In our experience legitimate criticism will tend to be non-personalized, well informed and transparent. Mindfulness of occurrences of these forms of oppression and clear processes for addressing criticism can save stress and time.

External oppression is a continued expression of colonization (McBride 2003). An example of this in the literature was reference to time as a barrier and difficulty when working with Indigenous partners (Turner & Sanders 2007). While in contrast Carter (2008) simply noted that time was a necessary component to the quality of the research. Analysis of research difficulty requires consciousness of exhibiting idealistic or inflexible practices where partners are viewed in terms of Other and not fitting the researcher’s philosophy (Cousins & Simon 1996). Our Yarning found that often researcher priorities of acquitting budgets, final reports, publication output and funding applications are at odds with partner priorities and timeframes. This can lead to anxiety and frustration for partners, particularly those involved in developing new partnerships that take more time. Involving research funders in advisory committees can alleviate some of this stress as they are exposed to and included in the day-to-day realities of time required to engage in partnership research. In Yarning about time issues we identified that Indigenous organizations are often time poor in regard to research as they are constructed to achieve specific aims, such as delivery of services or material production. Often research is not the primary goal or concern, with the majority of time and resources mobilized at achieving organization aims. Due to the need for staff to respond rapidly to priorities in organizations, even when staff are genuinely committed to research they may be unable to be available at times ideally required. For researchers this may mean altering methods and research styles to find creative solutions for time poor environments. Individuals representing communities can also change during a project for a number of reasons, such as, illness, death, burn out, family responsibilities and changes to the governance or administration of organizations. These situations require flexibility and responsiveness from the researcher, as they need to re-negotiate and build relationships with these new partner representatives. Transparent documents and agreements can assist in this process as they provide a clear history of the project to date and any misinterpretations or questions can be quickly addressed by referring to the documents.

Research methods have also been used to balance responsibilities. One project explored the discourse on oppressed and oppressors to strengthen participant partnerships (Eversole & Routh 2005). This effectively shifted the focus from Indigenous people being the problem to a partnership responsibility to resolve problems (Eversole & Routh 2005). Other methods involve recognizing and integrating Indigenous and non-Indigenous knowledge or two way learning (Beck & Somerville 2005; Pyper; 2005; Carter 2008; Haswell-Elkins et al.)
These methods use non-Indigenous research knowledge and resources alongside Indigenous knowledge and resources to gain understanding about a situation or find a better way to implement an activity.

**Partnership evaluation**

The literature described a number of research partnerships operating under the assumption that their existence inferred quality and success. While this may be true, in fact only four studies had evaluated the research partnership. One study had evaluated partner participation level using quality and validity measures. Quality of participation was measured by the number of participants involved in partner negotiations and their gender, age, culture and socioeconomic diversity. This study found that utilizing a social capital framework (Woolcock 1998) was useful to evaluate participation and identify participation successes and gaps. A second study had used evidence and guidelines on research collaboration to design and implement a project. Data on collaborations, conversations and intersections were then collated using participant observation methods. The findings of this project identified reflective cycles (rather than a pre-designed linear approach) to engage partners in decision making (Carter 2008). A further study used the concept of the contact zone as a method of understanding intercultural work (Somerville & Perkins 2003). While this theoretical perspective provides a lens to view partnerships, it did not appear to be a systematic way to provide evaluation. The fourth evaluation used qualitative interviews to describe outcomes and changes that had occurred with participants engaged in the research (Eversole & Routh 2005). Research partnerships are diverse (as outlined in Table 1) and evaluation processes ideally would include measurement of hierarchical, lateral and power balancing components.

**Conclusions**

There are many aspects to partnership research that can result in success and failure – often dependent on many factors. Unfortunately this article is unable to address them all. As such, this article is not a guide to conducting partnership research but an exploration of how each research partnership is unique with its own processes and solutions to issues that inevitably emerge as the partnership develops. Essentially it is up to the partners to jointly decide which processes work best for their own circumstances. Partners can draw on hierarchical, lateral and balancing responsibility processes to develop research projects and these can vary in quality. Partners can benefit by having access to new information and networks that each partner is privileged to know about. They can also develop further skills and confidence in partnership processes and understand more about each other’s organizations. These approaches may also lead to further projects that benefit each group and provide further solutions and
resources. Partnership methodologies, evaluation methods and quality assurance processes are emerging in the field of partnership research.

Ethics guidelines have been developed, the number of Indigenous researchers is increasing, as are culturally sensitive non-Indigenous researchers, and communities are becoming more research savvy. We conclude that there is more to working in partnership with Indigenous communities than just meeting ethics guidelines. Working in community research partnerships requires both community and researchers taking responsibility in research in open and transparent ways. It requires careful thought about how to engage communities in research to support their aims and also create benefit for researchers. In addition, consideration needs to be given to realistic time and resource requirements.

This article has also provided the authors with an opportunity to explore how others describe their research within written articles. It is interesting to note that, overall, the mini-literature review has shown that often the articles resort to a Western paradigm in the way in which they write about their research. Unfortunately we (the authors) currently do not have an understanding as to ‘why?’ Is it due to a desire to work within comfort zones, the requirements of journals, word limits or other reasons? We also found Yarning an interesting and useful process when reflecting in a holistic way on other’s work, our experiences and the insights contained in Indigenous knowledge. As a new process for us, we are unsure of its potential in our fields of research, but it is a process which we hope to draw on and develop further in the future.
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